
Sport: Step-by-Step

PRODUCT: Sport: Step-By-Step ( www.geckopress.com )

  

DESCRIPTION: A children's non-fiction paperback book about all aspects of sport, intended as
a resource for the home and classroom. Contains 72 pages, with cartoon illustrations
throughout. Written by Bénédicte Mathieu & Myrtille Rambion, and illustrated by Aurélien Débat.
Recommended for children aged 7 years upwards. 

  

Also available in the Step-by-Step range is:
All About Food
The Adventures of Life
Ecology and the Environment
Rubbish and Recycling

  

GOOD POINTS: If your child needs to know anything about sport, then this is a great little
resource, packed full of fascinating facts and educational material.
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The book has a good quality feel, and is a great length, separated into numerous sections
covering every angle of sport such as the beginnings of sport, the origins of the Olympics and
the history of many modern day sports including rugby, football and tennis, as well as winter
and water sporting activities. In addition, the book addresses other important (and often
understated) aspects of sport including variations of different sports around the world, disabled
athletes, health benefits of sport, careers in sport, politics surrounding sport, and the not-so-nice
side of sport, hooliganism.

  

The book tackles each section in a simple, uncomplicated and fun way that children will
understand and be interested to learn more about. A contents page allows them to get straight
to the section they want to read about, and at the back of the book is a glossary of sporting
terms, together with a sports quiz to test your child's understanding of the subject (with answers
provided). Furthemore,  the
book is crammed with wonderful full colour
cartoon-style illustrations throughout (including the cover) to compliment 
the written content. 

  

In our opinion, this is a really great educational resource for children (and parents) whether at
home or in the school classroom, and the book successfully transforms a huge subject area into
an enjoyable bite-sized, humourous and invaluable source of information.

  

BAD POINTS: None that we can find!

  

PRICE: £7.99 (Release date: August 2011)

  

  

    

Click here to go to all product reviews
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Click here  to go to all articles
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